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Let % be a foliation without first integrals given by a C’, I 2 2, nonsingular action of the cylinder 
T” x Iw’, k 2 1, on a closed, orientable, connected m-manifold M and A’(W, M, %) be the space 
of all C’ nonsingular actions of KY, p = k + 1, on M with underlying foliation ‘X To study this 
space we consider three basic equivalence relations: linear equivalence, conjugation and concord- 
ance. We first show that any F in Ar(WP, M, %) is, up to linear equivalence, an action of the 
cylinder TL x Iw’. When k = m - 2, I = 1 we show the degeneracy of the characteristic mapping (Ye 
of actions F in A’(W’, M, VY). Finally we show that, up to conjugation and linear equivalence, 
any two C’ nonsingular actions of the cylinder T”‘-’ x R on M are always concordant. 
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Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of our paper “Actions of W on closed manifolds”, 
[l]. Here we consider nonsingular actions of the cylinder Tk xR’ on a closed 
orientable connected m-manifold M. Let V? be a foliation given by a Cl, r >2, 
nonsingular action of the cylinder C : ( T” x R’) x M -+ M and A’(W’, M, %‘), p = k + 1, 
be the space of all nonsingular C’ actions F of W on M with underlying foliation 
55’. To study this space we consider three basic equivalence relations: linear 
equivalence, conjugation and concordance. 
Two actions F and G of Rp on M are said to be linearly equivalent if one is a 
linear reparametrization of the other. They are conjugate if there is a diffeomorphism 
4 : M + M such that F( v, 4(x)) = 4G( v, x) f or all v E Rp and x E M. First we prove 
a reparametrization lemma. 
1.1. Lemma. Let K and L be nonsingular left C’ actions, t-22, of a connected and 
simply connected Lie group G on M. If K and L have the same underlying foliation, 
then there exists a unique C’ mapping p : G x M + M with the following properties: 
(i) p(e, x) = e for each x E M, e being the identity of G. 
(ii) The mappings pX : G + G, pX(g) = p(g, x) are C’ difleomorphisms. 
(iii) K(g, x) = L(p(g, x), x) for every g in G and x in M. 
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A function f: M + R is a first integral of a foliation 5 if it is nonconstant but 
constant along the leaves of % In Section 2 we study the space A’(RP, M, %) under 
the point of view of linear equivalence. 
2.1. Theorem. If % has no C’first integrals, then each action F in A’(RP, M, %?) is 
linearly equivalent to an action of the cylinder Tk x IR’. 
In [l] we associate to a nonsingular C’, r 3 2, action F of Rp on M a symmetric 
(q+ I)-linear mapping ayF of Iwp into Hi$‘(M), q = m - p, called the characteristic 
mapping of F. Here we prove: 
2.2. Corollary. If %? is the underlying foliation of a nonsingular action of the cylinder 
C : ( Tmm2 x W) x M + M and % has no C’first integrals, then the characteristic mapping 
ar is a degenerate bilinear mapping for every F in A’(R”-I, M, Ce). If M = T3, then 
actually or = 0. 
In Example 2.3, we use Corollary 2.2, to show the existence of a foliation 9, with 
a finite number of compact orbits (tori), all the other being cylinders, which is not 
the underlying foliation of an action of the cylinder. 
We show in Example 2.5 that Theorem 2.1 is false if % has C’ first integrals. In 
Remark 3.13 we show that Corollary 2.2 is false if % is given by an action C of 
TkxR’ on M where O<k<m-2. 
We proved in [l, 1.121 that the set of nonsingular C’ actions F :R*x MS+ M3 
with a nondegenerate characteristic mapping cy F is open in the C’-topology. We 
show in Example 2.6 the existence of an open set V of C” nonsingular actions of 
Iw2 on T’ such that every action F in V has a vanishing characteristic mapping, 
answering negatively [l, 1.131. 
Two nonsingular actions of the cylinder TmP2xR on M are not in general 
conjugate, even if they have the same underlying foliation (see Example 3.1). For 
this reason, we consider in Section 3 another equivalence relation called concordance 
of actions. It has a close relation with the notion of maximal class of l-forms [4, VI] 
and with the foliated cohomology, introduced by Reinhart in [S]. This cohomology 
appears naturally in the study of actions [2]. Here we prove: 
3.9. Theorem. Let 55’ be the underlying foliation of a nonsingular C’, r 3 2, action C 
of the cylinder T”-2 x R on M. If % has no C’ first integrals, then every action in 
A’(IR”~‘, M, %) is concordant to a linear reparametrization of C. 
In Theorem 3.11 we show that, up to conjugation and linear equivalence, any 
two C’ nonsingular actions of the cylinder TmP2 xR on M are always concordant. 
In Remark 3.13 we show that there are many classes of concordance of actions of 
thecylinder TkxR’on M ifO<k<m-2. 
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1. Actions of Lie groups 
Let M be a closed drientable connected m-manifold and G a connected and 
simply connected Lie group. If F: G x M -+ M is a nonsingular differentiable left 
action, the foliation on M given by the orbits of F will be referred to as the underlying 
foliation of F. Let 5%’ = {v,, . . . , v,} be a basis of the Lie algebra of G. The injinitesimal 
generators of F with respect to 93 are the vector fields y on M given by 
y(x) = De,(O). vj; j = 1,. . . , n, 
where F, : G+ M, F,(g) = F(g, x), x E M and g E G. The action F is said to be of 
class C’, r 3 2, if its infinitesimal generators are of class C’. Since F is nonsingular, 
then V={V,,..., Vn} is a frame of M. 
In this section we prove a lemma on reparametrization of actions. 
1.1. Lemma. Let K and L be nonsingular left C’ actions, rs2, of a connected and 
simply connected Lie group G on a closed orientable connected m-manifold M. If K 
and L have the same underlying foliation 5, then there exists a unique C’ mapping 
p : G x M -+ G with the following properties: 
(i) p( e, x) = e for each x in M, e being the identity element of G. 
(ii) The mappings px : G + G given by p,(g) = p(g, x) are C’ d$Teomorphisms for 
each x in M. 
(iii) K (g, x) = L(p(g, x), x) for each g E G and x in M. . 
Proof. Since K and L have both the same underlying foliation 9, then for each x 
in M there exists a unique C’ diffeomorphism 
px: G/K(x)+ G/L(x), 
such that K, = L, 0 px where K(x) and L(x) are the isotropy groups at x of K and 
L, respectively and K,, L, are the quotient mappings induced by K, and L, on the 
homogeneous spaces G/K(x) and G/L(x). We note that since K and L are 
nonsingular actions, then K(x) and L(x) are discrete subgroups of G and the above 
homogeneous spaces have both the same dimension as G. Since G is simply 
connected, then there exists a unique lifting px : G + G of px such that p,(e) = e. 
Moreover px is a C’ diffeomorphism and satisfies (iii). To show that p is a C’ 
mapping,letX={X ,,_.., X,}and Y={Y ,,..., Y,,} be the infinitesimal generators 
of K and L with respect to a basis 93 = {v, , . . . , v,} of the Lie algebra of G, 
respectively. Derivation of both sides of (iii) leads to the equation 
DK(g) = DL,(p,(g), x) o DpAg) 
or in matrix notation 
Y(Kk xl) = Ak, x)X(Kk, x)), (1) 
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where A(g, x) is the transpose of the matrix of Dp,(g) in the basis 9% If (T is a C” 
curve in G such that a(O) = e and a( 1) = g, then assuming that G is embedded in 
a Euclidean space, we have 
where b(t) is the matrix of a’(t) in the basis 5%. Integration of (2) gives 
I 
I 
Pk xl = e-C A(o( t), x) 9 b(t) dt. 
0 
(3) 
It follows from (1) that A : G x M + GL( n; R) is a C’ mapping. Thus from (ii) and 
(3) we see that p is C’. 0 
The group Aut G of all automorphisms of G acts naturally on the left on the 
space A’( G, M) of all nonsingular C’ left actions of G on M by (A, F) + FA where 
F,(g, x) = F(A(g), x). For this reason we say that two actions K and L in A’(G, M) 
are linearly equivalent if L= KA for some automorphism A of G. We denote by 
A’(G, M) the set of all classes under this equivalence relation. 
2. Actions of the cylinder and first integrals 
In this section we study the space A’(Rk+‘, M, %?) of all C’ nonsingular actions 
of lJP+’ on M whose underlying foliation %Z is given by an action C of the cylinder 
Tk x R’. 
A function f: M + Ry which is constant on each leaf of a foliation 9 of M is 
called a first integral if it is nonconstant. Existence of differentiable first integrals 
for a codimension-q foliation implies, by a Sard’s theorem, the existence of compact 
leaves. 
Let Co be an action of T” x R’ on M, p = k+ 1, and exp: Rp + Tk x R’ given by 
exp(u, v) = (e2miu’, . . . , e2~iU~, v,, . . . , v,). The action of lRP on M given by 
C(u, v, x) = C,(exp(u, v), x) is called the canonical lifting of Co [ 1,2]. 
2.1. Theorem. Let % be the underlying foliation of a C’, r 2 2, nonsingular action Co 
of the cylinder Tk x R’, k 2 1, on a closed connected orientable m-manifold M. If ‘6 
has no C’ first integrals, then each action F in A’(Rk+‘, M, %), rz 2, is linearly 
equivalent to the canonical lifting of an action of the cylinder Tk x R’. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 there exists a C’ mapping p : Rk+’ x M + lRk+’ such that 
F(r, x) = C(p(t, x), x). 
For each j, 1 s j c p, p = k + 1, we have a unique function r-j : M + Rp such that 
p( ‘j(X), X) = ej for every x in M, {e,, . . . , e,,} being the standard basis of [w’. By the 
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implicit function theorem 7, is C’. Since T~( F( t, x)) belongs to the isotropy group 
of F at x it follows that q is constant on the leaves of % and thus by hypothesis a 
constant function. Let A be the (k + I) x (k + I) matrix whose columns are A’ = 7-j 
for 1 s j G k and A’ = ej, k + 1 s j s k + 1. It is easy to see that FA( v, x) = F(A. v, x) 
is the canonical lifting of an action of the cylinder, proving the theorem. 0 
We now recall the definition of the characteristic mapping of a nonsingular action 
F: W’ x M + M as defined in [I]. Let X = {X,, . . . , X,} be the p-frame of the 
infinitesimal generators of F and 5 = (5,) . . . , (,,} a p-coframe adapted to F, i.e., 
.$,(X,) = 6,. The characteristic mapping a F of F is the (q + 1)-linear mapping, q = 
m-p, 
(Y,:wx* ..xR”+H~;‘(M) (4) 
defined by ~y~(e,, , . . . , e,,) = [,, A d[,, A . . . A d&. It is shown in [l, l] that (Ye does 
not depend on the adapted coframe-taken. We proved in [l, 2.81 that if C : ( TmP2 x 
R) x M + M is a nonsingular C’, r 3 2, action of the cylinder, then its characteristic 
mapping is a degenerate bilinear mapping. Thus if F: R”-’ x M + M is an action 
linearly equivalent to C, then (Y F is also degenerate [l, 1.31. We have proved the 
following: 
2.2. Corollary. Let % be the underlying foliation of a nonsingular Cl, r 2 2, action of 
the cylinder C : (T”-* x R) x M + M on a closed connected orientable m-manifold M. 
If % has no C’jrst integrals, then the characteristic mapping LX~ is a degenerate bilinear 
mapping for every FE A’(RmP’, M, %). 
We observe that if M = T3 in the above corollary, then actually LYE =O. This 
follows from [1,3.1] and Theorem 2.1. Sa Earp in [7] has shown that there are 
actions F: R* x T3 + T3 with a finite number of compact orbits (all the other orbits 
being either cylinders or planes) with a nonvanishing characteristic mapping. Such 
actions are not linearly equivalent to actions of the cylinder S’ x R. 
2.3. Example. Let 9 be the underlying foliation of the action E : R* x T3 + T3 given 
by the vector fields 
E, =&a(z);, ,=;-b(z);, 
where a(z) has flat zeros at z. = 0, zi = f, z2 = $ and z3 = 1. The commutativity of E, 
and E2 implies b(z)/a(z) = c,, z, < z < z~+~, for i = 0, 1,2. Thus in each tube T* x 
(zi, z~+~) the foliation 9 is given by the closed l-form w, = dx+ ci dy+ (l/a(z)) dz 
and all the orbits are cylinders if the constant c, is rational and planes otherwise. 
By [1,4.5] a l-form p=f(z)dx+g(z)dy is 9-closed iff E,g=E2f Thus g(z)= 
cif(z)+di for z~<zGz,+, where the constants d, are the solutions of the linear 
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system 
4 -4=(cx-c,lf(zoL 
4 - 4 = cc,-- c,If(z,), 
d,-d,=(c,-cdf(4, 
whose condition of compatibility is 
(c,-c~lf(zo)+(c*-c,lf(z,)+(c~-c2lf(z2)=o. 
Computing the cohomology class of /1 A dp we get 
p A dp = (c, -c~lf2(~o)+(c2-c,lf2(z,)+(c,- c21_f2(z2). T’ 
Takingc,=1,c2=-1,c,=2,f(z,)=4,f(z,)=1,f(z2)=2and1~f(z)~4forO~z~ 
4, l<-f(z)G2 for f. <z~fi and 2<f(z)~4 forfiGz<l we get ~-r3~Ad~=-6. By 
[l, 1.11 the s-closed coframe {p, dy} determines a C” action F with aF # 0. By 
[l, 1.3 and 3.11 F is not linearly equivalent to an action of the cylinder. Of course 
9 has no first integrals and 9 is not the underlying foliation of an action of the 
cylinder S’ x [w. 
2.4. If TP + M 4 T2 is a principal fiber bundle over T2 we denote by E = 
{E,,..., E,,} the frame of infinitesimal generators of the corresponding free action 
E : TP x M + M and by ‘ZY the underlying foliation of E. The restriction to TP of a 
nonsingular action F: ( TP x Ws) x M + M is the action FP : TP x M + M given by 
FP(q x) = F( v, 0, x) for u E TP, x E M. If X = {X, , . . . , X,, X,,, , . . . , X,,,} is the 
frame of infinitesimal generators of F, then by [ 1,2.1] there exists a Riemannian 
metric ( , ) on M invariant under F” such that X is orthonormal. Such a metric is 
said to be adapted to F. Thus if u is the subbundle of TM normal to 7%‘, then it is 
invariant under FP and X,,, , . . . , X,,, are sections of Y. 
Next we show that Theorem 2.1 is false if % has C’ first integrals. 
2.5. Example. Let S’+ M + T2 be a C” circle bundle over T2 and E, the 
infinitesimal generator of the corresponding free action E : S’ x M + M. Let E, be 
a connexion l-form of n, i.e., F,( E,) = 1 and E, is invariant under E. Thus v = ker 8, 
is a subbundle of TM normal to 7% and invariant under E. Choose any nonvanishing 
C” vector field E2 on T’ with a C” first integral f> 0. Let Ez be a C” l-form on 
T2 such that E2( E2) = 1. Since f is nonconstant there exists a C” function g > 0 such 
that 
I gdf/\&fO. (5) T2 
Let E2 be the lifting of I?, to a section of V. Thus {E, , E2} is a commuting 2-frame 
of M defining a C” action of the cylinder C : (S’ x W) x M + M. The 2-coframe 
E = (8, , F~}, &2 = ‘rr*.E2 is adapted to C, and [l, l] satisfies the relations 
ds, A &z = ds, A c2 = 0. (6) 
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Let VZ be the underlying foliation of C. The 2-coframe [={[,, &} where 5, = 
(fo s-)E,, & = (g 0 ~TT)E* is %?-closed and defines by [l, 1.11 a C” action F in 
A”@‘, A4, Vi’). It follows from (6) that 
&Ad&=& d5, A 52 = (g o r) d(f 0 r)E, A sz. 
Integration along the fibers of rr, Fubini’s theorem and (5) give 
I,dC’&=[~Z-d&& 
ZZ 
I 
gdj-nr,#O. 
TZ 
Thus det crF < 0 and F is a hyperbolic action [ 1, 1.41. By [ 1, 1.3 and 2.81 F is not 
linearly equivalent to an action of the cylinder S’ x R. 
We proved in [l, 1.121 that the set 0 of actions FE A’&!‘, M3) with a nondegener- 
ate characteristic mapping (Ye is open in the C’-topology. We now show that 0 is 
not necessarily dense, answering negatively [ 1, 1.131. 
2.6. Example. It was proved in [6, I.91 that there exists an open and dense set _YZ 
of hyperbolic foliations 9 of T2 such that the product foliations S’ x 9 on T3 are 
Cl-stable. The foliations S’ x 9 are given by nonsingular C” actions C of the 
cylinder S’ x IR without first integrals. Now by [6, 1.91 and Corollary 2.2 there exists 
a neighborhood V of C in the C’-topology in AS(R2, T’) such that every action F 
in V has a vanishing characteristic mapping. 
3. Concordance of actions of cylinders 
To study the space of actions A’@“, M) we considered two equivalence relations: 
linear equivalence and conjugation [2, 1 and 1.51. We denote by A’(W, M) the set 
of all classes F of linear equivalence of nonsingular actions F: W’ x M + M. Two 
actions F and G in A’(R”, M) are said to be C’ conjugated if there exist FE F and 
GE G and a C‘ diffeomorphism 4 : M + M such that 
G(u, 4(x)) = ~(F(v x)). 
Two nonsingular actions of the cylinder with the same underlying foliation are 
not in general conjugate as the example below shows. For this reason we shall later 
consider another equivalence relation called concordance. 
3.1. Example. Let S’+ M 4 T2 be a circle bundle over T2, E, the infinitesimal 
generator of the corresponding free action of the circle and F, a connexion form 
of r, i.e., E, is a l-form invariant under E, and such that F,(E,) = 1. Thus Y = ker F, 
is an E,-invariant normal bundle. Consider the linear vector field Ei= a/ax - a alay, 
a E R -Cl on T2 and let E, be its horizontal lifting. Since E, and E, commute they 
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define an action F of S’ x R on M. Now if f: T* + R is a C” nonvanishing function, 
then X2 = (fo r)E2 also commutes with X, = E’ and thus define an action F’ : (S’ x 
R) x M + M. If F” and F’ are conjugated by a diffeomorphism, then +*E, = E, and 
the induced diffeomorphisms &: T*+ T2 conjugates Ei with cfEi, c being a con- 
stant. We proved in [2,2.9] that if a is Liouville number, then there are infinite 
many f for which this is impossible. 
Let 5 = (5’) . . . , 5,) be a p-coframe on M and A(M) be the graded algebra of 
differentiable forms on M. We denote by Z(t) and Z(d[) the ideals of A(M) 
generated by .$,, . . . ,(, and d[, , . . . , d[,,, respectively. The notion of maximal class 
of l-forms [4, VI 1.61 can be generalized to 6 as follows: 
3.2. Definition. A p-coframe 5 = (5’) . . . ,[,) on M has maximal class 2q-t 1 if 
Z(t) A Z(d[)Y # 0 and Z(d&)4+’ = 0. 
3.3. Example. If 5 is a p-coframe adapted to a nonsingular C’, r 2 2, action F: W’ x 
M -+ M, then by [ 1, 1.11 the forms dt, belong to the annihilating ideal Z( 9) of the 
underlying foliation 9 of F and Z( ,)‘+I = 0 where q is the codimension of .5? Thus 
the maximal class of 5 is less or equal to 2q + 1. 
3.4. Definition. Two C’ p-coframes 6’ and 5’ on M of maximal class less or equal 
to 2q + 1 are said to be concordant if there exists a p-tuple 5 = (5’). . . , .$,) of C’ 
l-forms on M x US such that 
(i) 5(x, t) = (p*[‘)(x, t) for t S 0 and all x E M, 5(x, t) = (p*[‘)(x, t) for t > 1 
and all x E M, p: M xR+ M being the projection; 
(ii) Z(d,$)4+’ = 0. 
If 5’ and 5’ are concordant, we write to- t’. Two p-coframes 5” and 5’ adapted 
to a same nonsingular action F: Rp x M + M are concordant. For, if w = 5’ - 5” and 
A is any C” function with A(t)=O, for tc0, and h(t)=1 for tal, then &= 
p*[‘+ Ap*w gives a concordance of 6’ with 5’. This is so because Wj, d&YE Z( 9) 
and Z( 5)q+’ = 0, q being the codimension of 5. 
Two nonsingular C’, r 3 2, actions F and G of Rp on M are concordant if their 
adapted coframes are concordant. It follows from the classical theorems of Stokes 
and de Rhan that two concordant actions have the same characteristic mappings. 
More generally we say that two actions F and G in A’(WP, M) are concordant if 
there exist actions FE F and G E G which are concordant. 
3.5. The notion of concordance is a generalization of the notion of cohomologous 
closed l-forms. If a p-coframe to has maximal class less or equal to 2q + 1, then 
5’ = to+ dh also has maximal class less or equal to 2q + 1 and to- 5’. In fact, if A 
is a C” function such that A(f) = 0 for t < 0 and A(t) = 1 for r 2 1 and H(x, r) = 
A(t)h(x),thenc=p*t’+dH,wherep:Mx[W + M is the projection, is a concordance 
between 5’ and 5’. 
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The foliated cohomology, introduced by Reinhart in [5] appears naturally in the 
study of actions [2,2.5]. If 9 is a foliation on M and v is a normal bundle to T9, 
then we say that a p-form p E A(M) is of type (0, p) if i.+ = 0 for any section X 
of V. We denote by A”( M, 9) the space of p-forms of type (0, p). We also consider 
the graded algebra 
A(M, 9) = 6 A’(M, 9), 
where p is the dimension of 9. A (M, 9) is a differential complex with respect to 
the foliated differential 
d$ : A’( M, 9) + A’+‘( M, 9) 
defined as follows: If p E A’( M, 9), then dp can be written uniquely as dp = CY +p 
where cr is of type (0, j+ 1) and p E I(9). The operator d:ri is defined by d,p = (r 
[3]. A form p E A( M, 5) is d,-closed if d,+ = 0. 
Two d,,-closed forms /1’ and p’ in A’( M, 9) are said to be integrably homotopic 
(p’- p’) if there exist a d,,,-closed l-form p in A’(M xR, 9xR) such that 
p(x, t) =p*p”(x, t) for t 5 0 and p(x, t) =p*p’(x, t) for t 3 1. We say that p” and 
p’ are cohomologous and write [p”] = [p’] if p’ = p”+dah for some differentiable 
functions h : M + R. We have the following: 
3.6. Lemma. Let p” and p’ be d,-closed forms of type (0, 1). Then p” and p’ are 
cohomologous if and only if they are integrably homotopic. 
Proof. Suppose p ’ = p” + d,-h and let A : R + IR be a differentiable function such that 
h(t)=0 for tc0 and A(t)=1 for t 21. If H:MxR+R is given by H(x, t)= 
A(t)h(x), then p =p*~“+d,FXWH is an integrable homotopy between p” and p’. 
Conversely if y E A ‘( M, 9~ R) is an integrable homotopy between p” and p’, 
consider the homotopy operator K : A (M x IR, 9 x R) + (M, 9) of degree -1, defined 
in [3]. From d,+ 0 K + K 0 d,$,, = J: - J$ where J, : M + M x R, J,(x) = (x, t) for 
t = 0, 1 are the inclusions mappings, we get dyKp = p’ -p” proving that [p’] = 
[PO]. 0 
We say that two ordered p-coframes p0 and p’ of d,--closed forms of type (0, 1) 
are integrably homotopic if PL) = p: for 1 s j s p. Clearly p” = p’ implies p” - p’. 
Thus integrable homotopy is an equivalence relation more restrictive than con- 
cordance. 
3.7. Proposition. A’(R”, T”) has only one class of integrable homotopy. 
Proof. Let E be the canonical action of T” on T” and F be any nonsingular C’ 
action of R” on T”. If A is the matrix of the characteristic mapping czF of F, then 
by [l, 1.31 the action G(zJ, x) = F(‘Au, x) has characteristic mapping aG = I. Thus 
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if 5 is a coframe adapted to G, then 5 = dx+dh where dx = {dx,, . . . , dx,} is the 
canonical coframe of T” and h : T” + F% m is a differentiable function. So, by Lemma 
3.6 we have 5 = dx, proving the proposition. 0 
Let Tk + M 4 M be a principal fiber bundle. Thus we have a free action Tk x 
M h M and MO is the space of the orbits of 4. A Riemannian metric ( , ) is adapted 
to rr if the frame E = {E, , . . . , E,} of the infinitesimal generators of I$ is orthonormal 
and ( ,) is invariant under 4. Associated to ( , ) we have the connexion form E = 
{e, 3.. . > Ed} of v given by e,(Y) = (E,, Y) where Y is any vector field on M. Let 
ker E = n;=, ker ej. 
3.8. Lemma. Let T” + M q MO be a principalfiber bundle, ( , ) a Riemannian metric 
adapted to rr and E = {E, , . . . , .zk} be its associated connexion form. If SO is a foliation 
on M,, without diflerentiable first integrals and the foliation S= ~“9~ is such that 
ker E n T9 is integrable, then each C’, r 2 1, d,-closed form t.~ of type (0, 1) can be 
written uniquely as 
/_L =a,&,+. * * + akEk + GT*7) + dsh, (7) 
where a, E [w, 1 cj s k, v is a d,- closed form of type (0, 1) on M, and h : M + Iw is a 
C' function. 
Proof. If g is the foliation generated by E, then 
T9= 7%Oker En T9. 
Since the vector fields E, commute and [E,, X] is a section of ker F whenever X 
is a section of ker E, then d,ej = 0 for 1. J < s k if and only if ker F n T% is integrable. 
Now suppose k = 1 and let p be a d,-closed C’ form of type (0,l) of M. Let ( , ) 
be a Riemannian metric on M adapted to the action of T’ on M, El its associated 
connexion from and v = ker a,. 
- - 
The metric ( , ) induces a metric ( , ). on M,, by (u, u)” = (u, u), u, ~1 E T,(,) MO where 
U, VE V, are horizontal liftings of u and u. Cover MO by a finite number of open 
sets uk, l<k<n, in which are defined (m - 1)-frames Bk = 
IX?, . . . > x;, Y:, . . ) Y”,} such that [Xp, X7] = 0,l s i, j s p and (Xp, Yp) = 0, and 
Xparetangentto~“,forl~i~p,l~l~q.Let{~~,...,~~,~~,...,~~}bethedual 
coframe of %k. Thus in each open set K’(uk) is defined an m-coframe 
{&,51,..~,5p,rlI.~.‘, ny} where C=n*[; and n,=~*~~, lsjsp, lslcq. Let 
P = { &} be a C” partition of unity subordinated to { uk}. Since d$., f p = f d+ = 0 
it follows that f /_L is constant on the leaves of so and thus by hypothesis a, =f p 
is constant. So pLg = j_~ - a,~ is dg-closed, f p0 = 0 and 
where f = iE,pO and iE,p, = 0. Thus p0 can be written in each r-‘(uk) as 
(8) 
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From f /.L~ = ff& = 0 it can be seen that there exists a differentiable function h : M + [w 
such that 
f=E,h. 
Now from (8) and (9) we get 
(9) 
PO-d,h= i (g,-X,h)5, 
;=I 
(10) 
on K1(uk) where X, are horizontal liftings of X9, 1 <j~p_ 
Since E, commutes with each X,, 1 G j G p, and f= E,h, then d,p, = 0 implies 
0=&g,-Xjf=E,(gj-X,h), (11) 
showing that g, - X,h are basic functions. Thus 
puo-d,h = ‘ir*& on Y’(uk), (12) 
where ok are l-forms on uk. If n = 1, 4k0k, then puo - d,h = ..rr*n and n is a d,--closed 
form of type (0,l). So 
(13) 
Now, suppose as an induction assumption that the lemma is true for k - 1. Let 
M, be the manifold consisting of the orbits of E,. We have two principal fiber 
bundles T’ + M * M, and Tk-’ + M, L MO. Let 9’ be the foliation given by 
5’ = ~$9~. Since d*&, = 0 from (13) we get 
j_~=u,~,+t:n,+d,-fh,, (14) 
where n, is a d,,-closed form of type (0, 1) on M and h, is a differentiable function. 
Let .a’={~;,..., EL} be the connexion form of r. such that ~FE.: = &j for 2~j~ k. 
Now as ej are d,--closed forms, then E: are d,iT,-closed forms for 2 s j G k. Thus by 
the induction assumption 
7, = a,&;+. . *+aks~+‘ir~?l+dS,ho. (15) 
From (14) and (15) we get (7), proving the lemma. 0 
Denote by Ck the restriction to T” of an action C of the cylinder Tk x R’ on M. 
We say that a Riemannian metric ( , ) is adapled to C if it is invariant under Ck 
and the frame of the infinitesimal generators of C is an orthonormal set. 
3.9. Theorem. Let 52 be a foliation on a closed orientable connected m-manifold M 
given by a C’, I 2 2, nonsingular action C of the cylinder T”-2 x R. Zf Ce has no C’ 
first integrals, then every action FE A’(R”-I, M, %) is concordant to C. 
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Proof. By [ 1,2.4] we may assume that, up to a linear equivalence, C,,-, is a free 
action and by [ 1,2.7] we have a C’ action C,: Iw x M,+ MO where MO is the space 
of C,,_, orbits. MO is a manifold diffeomorphic to T* and the projection r : M + MO 
is a submersion. The actions C and C, are related by 
C,(u, 4x)) = rC((u, u), x), 
where (u, V) E T”-’ x [w and x E M. Choose a Riemannian metric ( , ) adapted to C. 
Now let FE A’@“-‘, M, ‘%) and p = {p,, . . . , p,,-,} be the coframe of type (0,l) 
adapted to F. By Lemma 3.8 each l-form pi can be written uniquely as 
/.Li=ai,&,+.. ~+~im-2~m~2+(f;~ n),$+d&;, (16) 
where aq E F%, J : M,, + R and hi : M + R’ are C’ functions and .$ = n”&, where &, is 
a l-form of type (0, 1) adapted to C,. If w0 is a l-form on MO defining sO, then 
w = rr*wO defines 9 and p, A 1 . * A p,,-, A w is a volume element. Thus, by Fubini’s 
theorem, 
I /LA** *A/_&_,AW= I (f/-V. . .A/.k*_,)A w,#O. (17) A4 MO 
It follows from (16) and (17) that the (m-l)x(m-2) matrix A=(ati) has rank 
m -2. Thus after a sequence of elementary row operations we may assume, up to 
a linear equivalence, that 
/_~~=~~+((f,or)&+d,h,, l<j<m-2 9 (18) 
and 
/A,-, = (fmp, 0 n)5+dsh,-, . 
By Lemma 3.6 we have integrable homotopies 
r*j=~~=~j+(&o*)[, l<j<m-2, (19) 
and 
/-&-I = A, = (&, o r)5. 
We now construct a concordance between p” and c = {E,, . . . , E,,_*, [}, which is a 
coframe adapted to C. 
Let A:IW+IW be a Pfunction such that A(t)=1 for t<O and h(t)=0 for tsl. 
Let C be the (m - 1)-tuple of l-forms given by 
cj=p*~j+A(J~rr)p*& lGj<m-2, 
and 
f;n-, =[(I-A)+A(f,-, o ~)IP*& 
Since ..$ = T*& where & is a l-form on the two-dimension manifold MO and 
dEjAe=O, l<jsm-2, it follows that d&r\d5;=0, l~i, jcm-1. Thus < is a 
concordance between p” and c. From transitivity of concordance p - c, proving the 
theorem. 0 
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Next we show that any two C’, rZ2, free actions of TmP2 on M are conjugate 
by a C’ diffeomorphism. We first consider the manifolds Mr. To each n E Zme2 
we associate the matrix A,, E SL(m - 1, R) 
r 1 0 ... 0 n, 
A,= ;; I ;; 0 oo.e.0   1 . ‘*. . . 0 1 nmP2 n2 1 
MI: is the m-manifold obtained from T”-’ x [0, l] by identifying (x, 1) with 
(A,(x), 0). Let {a/ax,, . . . , a/ax,,_,, a/ax,_,} be the canonical frame of TmP’. Since 
(A,,).+d/aq = d/ax,, 1 G is m - 2, each a/ax! defines a vector field on MI: also denoted 
by a/ax,, 1 G i G m -2. Thus a/ax = {a/ax,, . . . , a/ax,_,} is a commutative (m - 
2)-frame generating the canonical action E of TmP2 on Mr. 
3.10. Lemma. Let I$ : T” + T” be a diffeomorphism such that 4.+ a/ax, = a/ax,, 1~ i G 
k, n -3 s k s n. Then 4 is isotopic to a diffeomorphism A induced by a matrix 
A E SL( n, Z) whose columns are the canonical vectors ej, 1 c j G k. 
Proof. Theliftingof~to[W”is~=A+PwhereAESL(n,Z)andP=(P,,...,P,) 
is Z”-periodic. The hypothesis implies that the k first columns of A are A’ = *e, and 
the /3, depend only on the last n-k variables xk+, , . . . , x,. Thus 4 restricts to 
T’ k+l x ’ . . x Ti as a diffeomorphism and 
~,=A+(tp,,...,tpk,pk+,,...,pn) 
gives an isotopy between 4=A+/3 and ~O=A+(O,...,O,Pk+,,...,Pn). By the 
theorem on isotopies for dimension n s 3, 4” is isotopic to A, proving the lemma. 0 
3.11. Theorem. Let Tmm2 + M 4 T2 be a principal C’, r 2 2, fiber bundle and E = 
{El,..., EmP2} be the frame adapted to the corresponding free action of Tmm2 on M. 
Then there exist a vector n EZ’?-’ and a diffeomorphism x: My + M such that 
x*a/ax,=E,, l<jGm-2. 
Proof. Let B = {E, , . . . , E,_~} be a connexion form on rr and v = ker E its invariant 
normal bundle. Consider the projection p : T2 + T2 on the first factor of T2 = T’ x T’ 
and let rr, =p 0 n. Denote by {a/az,, a/az,> and {a/az} the canonical frames of T2 
and T’, respectively. Fix a fiber Fz = n;‘(z), ZE T’ and denote by E’= 
{E;,..., EkP2} the restriction of E to F,. Let X and Z be the horizontal liftings 
of a/az, and a/az to M, respectively. As X is tangent to F, and commutes with 
each EJ, then F, is diffeomorphic to T”-‘. The C’ mapping 
c:F,x[O,l]+M 
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given by C(y, t) = l,(y), &‘, being the flow of Z induces a diffeomorphism 
(20) 
such that l.+a/at = Z and l,Ef = E,, 1 s js m -2. Choose a C’ diffeomorphism 
4 : T”-’ + F, such that #~*a/ex, = EJ, 1 <j G m - 2. Let 
~. T”-’ x [0, l] ~ Fz x [0, l] 
K’oC104 c, 
(21) 
be the C’ diffeomorphism induced by 4 x id: T”-’ x [0, l] + F, x [0, 11. 
Let +!I = A + p be the lifting of +-‘54 to R”. Since r,!~,a/ax, = a/ax, for 1 <j < m - 2, 
it follows from Lemma 3.10 that A = A,, for some n EZ”-~ and there exists an 
isotopy $, between A, and (lr such that ($f)*J/axj = a/ax,, 1 <j G m - 2. Thus the 
mapping $(x, t) = (+,_,(x), t) induces a diffeomorphism 
T”-‘x[O, l] T”-‘x[O, l] 
cc,: A 
n + 6’05104 
(22) 
such that $.$/ax, = a/ax,, 14 j s m - 2. 
It follows from (20)-(22) that there exists a C’ diffeomorphism x : A4: + M which 
conjugates a/axj with Ej, 1 s j s m - 2, proving the theorem. 0 
Let F:(T”-’ xlR)xM+M be a C’, rs2, nonsingular action such that the 
restriction Fme2 of F to Tm-2 . IS free. Let {E,, . . , E,_z, X} be the frame of the 
infinitesimal generators of F and Tmm2 + M + MO the principal fiber bundle associ- 
ated to FmP2. Let F,: 53 x M,+ M, be the quotient action of F, i.e., F,(v, r(x)) = 
F((0, v), x) and X0 its infinitesimal generator. Fix a connexion E = {E,, . . . , E,,-~} 
of n. The vector field X can be written as X = Xv+ Xh where X” is vertical and 
Xh is horizontal. Since X commutes with each Ej, 1 s j < m -2, it follows that 
[Ej,X”]=[E,,Xh]=Ofor lsj~rn-2.Th US X” = C,.=!’ ajEj where aj = e;(X) and 
Xh is the horizontal lifting of X,. We denote by Fh: ( Tmm2 x R) x M + M the C’ 
nonsingular action generated by {E, , . . . , EmP2, X”}. Fh will be refered to as the 
horizontal projection of F. 
Now we show that any two nonsingular actions of the cylinder Tm-2~R on M 
are (up to a conjugation by a diffeomorphism) concordant. 
Let E be the canonical action of TmP2 on My and 8 be its underlying foliation. 
We denote by A’( T”-’ x R, Mr , ZT) the set of all C’, rs 2, nonsingular actions F 
of Tm-2 XR on Mr whose restriction FfnP2 to Tme2 is free and with the same 
underlying foliation 8. A’( Tmm2 x IF!, M) will denote the set of all classes of linear 
equivalence of C’ nonsingular actions of TmP2 x R on M. 
3.12. Theorem. Let M be a closed connected orientable m-manifold. Then 
(i) Each action Fin A’(Tmm2 x R, M) is conjugate by a C’ diffeomorphism to an 
action F0 in A’( Tmm2 x R, MT, g) for some n E ZmP2. 
(ii) A’( Tme2 x R, Mr , ‘8) has only one concordance class, for each n E YZme2. 
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Proof. (i) By [ 1,2.4] there exists FE F whose restriction F”-* to T”-’ is free. Thus 
the result follows from Theorem 3.11. 
(ii) Choose a connexion eO= {F:, . . , E”,_?} on the canonical fiber bundle Tmp2 + 
Mr + T*. First we show that each FE A’( T”-’ x R, MI:, 25) is concordant to its 
horizontal projection Fh. Let & be a C” l-form on T* such that &,(X,,) = 1 and 
5” = r*&,. The (M - 1)-coframe {E”, 5”) is adapted to Fh and {E: - a,ch, . . . > &mm*- 
amm2ch, 5”) where a, = F:(X), 1 sj s m -2, is adapted to F. Consider the l-forms 
~,onM~~[Wgivenby~~=p*~~-A(f)(a,~~)p*~~,1~j~m-2,wherep:M~x(W~ 
MI: is the projection and A : IF&‘+ R’ is a C” function such that h(t) =0 for t<O, 
A(t)=lfort~l.The(m-l)-coframe{~,,...,~,_,,~}onM~~IWwhere~=p*~~ 
gives a concordance of Fh with E To see this it is sufficient to observe that dsy A th = 0, 
1 <j < m - 2, and 5” A dth = rr*( & A d&J = 0 since th = rr*& and & is a l-form on T2. 
Now, we show that if F, G E A’( T”-* x R, MI:, SY), then Fh is concordant to Gh. 
Choose a l-form no on T2 such that {E”, vh} where nh = Z-*r), is a coframe adapted 
to Gh. Let 5 be the l-form on M~xR given by [=(l-A)~*[~+Ap*n~. Since 
dE:A5h=dF:A~h=0,1dj~m-22,and5h=~*5or77h=~*770where5,andrl,are 
l-forms on T*, then {p*.s”, t} gives a concordance of Fh with Gh. 0 
3.13. Remark. Theorems 3.9 and 3.12 are not true for nonsingular actions of Tk x R’ 
if 0 < k < m - 2. To see this consider on T4 the canonical free action generated by 
E = d/&x,. We have the canonical bundle T’ + T4 * T’ with connexion form e = 
dx,. Any nonsingular action F,: R’ x T’ + T3 lifts to an action F of T’ x lQ2 on T4 
which is r-related to Fo, i.e., 
F,(v, n(x)) = rF((u, v), x), u E T’, u ER’. 
By [l, 2.61, the characteristic mappings of F and F, are related by 
QF((O, VI), (0, 4) = r*QF(uI, v*), 
where ZI, , v2 E R2. Thus by [ 1, 1.51, A’( T’ x [w’, T4, 8) has many concordance classes. 
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